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May 22, 2009 

 

Laura Sinram, Senior Campaign Finance Analyst 

Federal Election Commission 

999 E Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20463 

 

Re:  Democratic State Central Committee of CA - Federal (#C00105668) 

     30 Day Post-General Report (10/16/08-11/24/08) 

 

Dear Ms. Sinram: 

 

The Commission's preliminary review of the report referenced above raised questions concerning 

certain information contained in the report.  We have addressed the questions below and have 

disclosed any changes or clarifications in an amendment e-filed on 5/22/09. 

 

1. The excessive amount for each of the contributions you referenced in your letter dated 4/22/09 

has been refunded and check copies have been mailed to you. 

 

2. Schedule B supporting Line 30(b),we disclosed on our report a payment for goods received at 

fair market value. 

 

3. The totals listed on the Summary Page and Detailed Summary Page(s) for Column B are corrected 

and the changes are reflected on the amendment e-filed on 5/22/09. 

 

4. Schedule A, Line 11(a) - To disclose the occupation and employer information not previously 

reported.  Changes reflected on the amendment e-filed on 5/22/09. 

 

Our procedure for obtaining the occupation and employer for contributors is as follows: 

 

a) All written solicitation for contributions requests the contributor's full name, mailing address, 

occupation and name of employer; 

 

b) A computer generated letter requesting the contributor's full name, mailing address, occupation and 

name of employer is sent within 30 days after receipt of the contribution.  This letter does not 

include material or any other subject of any additional solicitation, except to thank the contributor 

for the contribution.  A pre-addressed return envelope is enclosed with each letter. 

 

c) If the information is received after the contribution has been disclosed on a regularly scheduled 

report, we will amend the campaign report to disclose this information. 

 

5. Schedule A - We have amended our campaign report to remove the occupation "Consultant/Self-employed" 

and requested the occupation from the contributor(s). See 4(b) above for procedure when requesting 

occupation/employer information. 

 

7. Schedule H6 of our report discloses a payment(s) for "graphics (doorhanger)," "printing (doorhanger)" 

and "printing(voting rights card, doorhanger)."  These expenses do not refer to a clearly identified 

candidate for Federal office and do not promote, support, attack or oppose any such candidate for Federal 

office.  These expenses represent Get-out-the-vote activity condudcted in connection with an election in 
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8. Schedule H6 of our report discloses a payment(s) for "GOTV phonebank," "GOTV copies (lists/maps)," 

"printing: GOTV brochures," "payment for registering voters" and "GOTV e-mailer." These activities 

occurred within the Federal Election Activity timeframe.  These expenses do not refer to a clearly 

identified candidate for Federal office and do not promote, support, attack or oppose any such candidate 

for Federal office. 

 

9. Sch B, Line 30(b) - Payment(s) for "data (slate mailer)," "graphics (slate mailer," "postage (slate 

mailer)" and "printing (slate mailer)" are attributed to the following California candidate(s):  Mike 

Thompson CD1; Jeff Morris CD2; Bill Durston CD3; Charlie Brown CD4; Doris Matsui CD5; Lynn Woolsey CD6; 

George Miller CD7; Nancy Pelosi CD8; Barbara Lee CD9; Ellen Tauscher CD10; Jerry McNerney CD11; Jackie 

Speier CD12; Fortney Pete Stark CD13; Anna Eshoo CD14; Mike Honda CD15; Zoe Lofgren CD16; Sam Farr CD17; 

Dennis Cardoza CD18; Jim Costa CD20; Larry Johnson CD21; Lois Capps CD23; Marta Ann CD24; Jackie Conaway 

CD25; Russ Warner CD26; Brad Sherman CD27; Howard Berman CD28; Adam Schiff CD29; Henry Waxman CD30; 

Xavier Becerra CD31; Hilda Solis CD32; Diane Watson CD33; Lucille Roybal-Allard CD34; Maxine Waters CD35; 

Jane Harman CD36; Laura Richardson CD37; Grace Napolitano CD38; Linda Sanchez CD39; Christina Avalos CD40; 

Tim Prince CD41; Edwin Chau CD42; Joe Baca CD43; Bill Hedrick CD44; Julie Bornstein CD45; Debbie Cook 

CD46; Loretta Sanchez CD47; Steve Young CD48; Robert Hamilton CD49; Nick Leibham CD50; Bob Filner CD51; 

Mike Lumpkin CD52; Susan Davis CD53 

 

10. Schedule H4 of our report discloses a payment(s) for "graphics (walkpiece)," "inkind: printing 

(walkpiece)  ," "printing (walkpiece)" and "shipping (walkpiece)" that meet the definition of exempt 

party activity and is not a public communication.  These expenses do not refer to a clearly identified 

candidate for Federal office and do not promote, support, attack or oppose any such candidate for Federal 

office. 

 

11. Schedule H4 supporting Line 21(a) of our report discloses a payment(s) for "audio/visual service," 

"balloon drop service," "press advisor," "web ads, sticker, airfare, hotel, meal" and "website ads." 

These expenses are not public communications and do not refer to a clearly identified candidate for 

Federal office and do not promote, support, attack or oppose any such candidate for Federal office. 

 

12. Schedule A supporting Line 12 discloses a transfer(s)-in from "Democratic Congressional Campaign 

Committee."  The transfer(s)-in were not used for subsequent payments for Federal Election Activity. 

 

13. Schedule H6 supporting Line 30(a) of the Detailed Summary Page incorrectly disclosed the Voter ID 

category box for several payments disclosed as "GOTV phonebank," "GOTV copies (lists/maps)," "GOTV 

consulting services," "graphics (doorhanger," "graphics(voting rights card)," "GOTV e-mailer," "printing 

(doorhanger)," "printing (voting rights card, doorhanger)" and "printing:GOTV brochures," in error.  We 

have amended our campaign report to correctly disclose under GOTV category box. 

 

14. Schedule H4 supporting Line 21(a) of our report discloses a payment(s) for "apartment rent and deposit." 

These expenses were for employees who spent 25% or less of their time on Federal Election Activity. 

 

15. Schedule A supporting Line 12 discloses a transfer(s)-in from "Democratic Congressional Campaign 

Committee."  The transfer(s)-in were not used for expenses disclosed on Schedule(s)B and H4 suppporting 

Lines 30(b) and 21(a) that reflect payments for "buttons, bumper sticker, yard signs," "graphics 

(doorhanger)," "printing (doorhanger)," "graphics (walkpiece)," "inkind: printing (walkpiece)," 

"printing (walkpiece)" and"shipping (walkpiece)." 
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transfer-in from "Dem State Central Comm of CA - Non-fed" has been corrected and is disclosed on the 

amendment e-filed 5/22/09. 

 

19.Schedule H4, expenditures made for "catering service, hotel accommodation," "decoration, flags" 

and "decorations" were not made on behalf of specifically identified federal candidates. 

 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at (916)442-5707. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Katherine Moret, Treasurer 

 

cc:  K.Bowler, Executive Director 

     L. Olson, Legal Counsel 


